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The Indo-Iranian substratum
ALEXANDER LUBOTSKY
1. Study of loanwords can be a powerful tool for determining prehistoric cultural contacts and
migrations, but this instrument is used very differently in various disciplines. For instance,
loanword studies are fully accepted in Uralic linguistics, whereas Indo-Europeanists are often
reluctant to acknowledge foreign origin for words attested in Indo-European languages. The
reason is obvious: in Uralic, we know the source of borrowings (Indo-Iranian, Germanic, Baltic),
but the source of possible Indo-European loans is usually unknown. And still, it is a matter of
great importance to distinguish between inherited lexicon and borrowings, even if the donor
language cannot be determined.
In recent years, the methodology of dealing with borrowings from an unknown source
has been developed by Kuiper (1991 and 1995), Beekes (1996), and Schrijver (1997). As these
scholars have pointed out, an etymon is likely to be a loanword if it is characterized by some of
the following features: 1) limited geographical distribution; 2) phonological or morphonological
irregularity; 3) unusual phonology; 4) unusual word formation; 5) specific semantics, i.e. a word
belongs to a semantic category which is particularly liable to borrowing.
2. In my paper, I shall apply this methodology to the Indo-Iranian lexicon in search of loanwords
which have entered Proto-Indo-Iranian before its split into two branches. As a basis for my study
I use the list, gleaned from Mayrhofer's EWAia, of all Sanskrit etyma which have Iranian correspondences, but lack clear cognates outside Indo-Iranian. The complete list of some 120 IndoIranian isolates is presented in the Appendix.
The words of this list are by default characterized by the first of the above-mentioned
criteria, viz. limited geographical distribution, but this in itself is not very significant because the
lack of an Indo-European etymology can be accidental: either all other branches have lost the
etymon preserved in Indo-Iranian, or we have not yet found the correct etymology. Only if a
word has other features of a borrowing, must we seriously consider its being of foreign origin.
The analysis of phonological, morphological and semantic peculiarities of our corpus will be
presented in the following sections, but first I would like to make two remarks.
I use the term “substratum” for any donor language, without implying sociological
differences in its status, so that “substratum” may refer to an adstratum or even superstratum. It
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is possible that Proto-Indo-Iranian borrowed words from more than one language and had thus
more than one substratum.
Another point concerns dialect differentiation. In general, we can speak of language unity
as long as the language is capable of carrying out common innovations, but this does not preclude profound differences among the dialects. In the case of Indo-Iranian, there may have been
early differentiation between the Indo-Aryan and Iranian branches, especially if we assume that
the Iranian loss of aspiration in voiced aspirated stops was a dialectal feature which Iranian
shared with Balto-Slavic and Germanic (cf. Kortlandt 1978: 115). Nevertheless, Proto-IndoIranian for a long time remained a dialectal unity, possibly even up to the moment when the
Indo-Aryans crossed the Hindukush mountain range and lost contact with the Iranians.
3. Let us now look at the peculiar features displayed by some of the words from the corpus.1
3.1. Irregular correspondences
In anlaut:
Skt. s- : PIr. *s- (Skt. sikat- : OP ik- `sand'; Skt. sc- : LAv. sk- `needle');
Skt. k- : PIr. *g- (Skt. kesa- `hair' : LAv. gasa- `curly hair');
Skt. ph- : PIr. *sp- (Skt. phla- : MoP supr `ploughshare');
Skt. s- : PIr. *xu- (Skt. sepa-, but Prkrit chepp- : LAv. xuuap- `tail').
In inlaut:
Skt. -a- : PIr. *-u- (Skt. jahak- : LAv. duuka-, Bal. jajuk, duux, MoP a `hedgehog');
Skt. -- : PIr. *-a- (Skt. chga- : Oss. sg / sg `billy-goat');
Skt. -v- : PIr. *-b- (Skt. gandharva- : LAv. gandərəa- `a mythical being');
Skt. -dh- : PIr. *-t- (Skt. gandha- `smell' : LAv. gainti- `bad smell');
Skt. -ar- : PIr. *-ra- (Skt. atharvan- : Av. rauuan-/aaurun- `priest');
Skt. -ar- : PIr. *-r- (Skt. gandharva- : LAv. gandərəa- `a mythical being');
Skt. -r- : PIr. *-r- (Skt. drsa- `coarse garment' : Wakhi ərs `wool of a goat or a yak').
3.2. Impossible root structure for an Indo-European word
There is a well-known root structure constraint in Proto-Indo-European, which does not permit
two unaspirated voiced stops within a root. This means that *gad- `club' and *grda- `penis'
could not have been formed in the Indo-European proto-language.

1

We should not be discouraged by the often “normal” looks of a word: the early date of borrowing may be responsible for the fact that the loan-words were adjusted to the phonemic system of that moment and went through the
whole historical development of the Indo-Iranian languages. Note that I did not use the laryngeals in the reconstructions because for the time being we do not know at which stage and in which form the words were adjusted to the
Indo-Iranian phonemic system.
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3.3. Unusual structure (trisyllabic nouns with long middle syllable)
*pia- `biestings', *maikha- `wooden peg', *iavi- `canal', *uarjha- `wild boar', *kapauta`pigeon', *kapra- `vessel, dish'.
The structure of these words is such that it is very difficult to explain them on the basis of
IE morphology. For instance, Mayrhofer (EWAia II: 138) writes about Skt. pysa- `biestings':
“Gewi zu PAYI1 [`to swell'], payas- [`milk, fluid'] gehrig” with a reference to Wackernagel
1954: 500. Wackernagel assumes in this word a suffix -sa-, which is further only found in the
late Sanskrit words gandsa- `water for rinsing the mouth' and man~js- `box, chest' (to which
we may add RV ngsa- `hymn', Kuiper 1991: 19, 23), all of them being evident loanwords.
Furthermore, even postulating a suffix -sa- in pysa- does not solve all the problems, since we
are still left with an unexplained long . The foreign origin of pysa- was already suggested by
Kuiper 1968: 80, 1991: 46.
3.4. Phonetic peculiarities
Voiceless aspirates: *(s)phra- `ploughshare', *atharuan- `priest', *kapha- `mucus, phlegm', *kh`well, source', *khara- `donkey', *maikha- `wooden peg'.
Extremely frequent palatal stops: *ancu- m. `Soma plant', *c-/acas- `region, space', *caruam. name of a deity, *dac- f. `hem, thread', *drca-/drca- `coarse garment', *jharmiia- `firm
structure', *kaciapa- m. `tortoise', *kaica-/gaica- m. `head hair', *kuci- m. `side of the
body, flank', *maljha- (?) `belly', *naij(s)- `spit', *ucig- m. `sacrificing priest', *uarjham. `wild boar', etc.
Frequent clusters with -s-: *kuci- `side of the body, flank', *urca- `tree', *matsia- m. `fish',
*naij(s)- `spit', *kra- `milk', *pusca- `tail', *scga-/scaga- `billy-goat'.
The sequence -ru-: *atharuan- m. `priest', *carua- m. name of a deity, *g(h)andh(a)ru/b(h)a- m. `a
mythical being'.
3.5. Peculiar word formation
“Suffix” -ka- (normally only denominal): *atka- `cloak', *stuka- `tuft of hair', *urtka- `kidney',
*jajha/uk- `hedgehog';
“Suffix” -sa- (rare in the inherited lexicon): *pia- `biestings', *urca- `tree';
“Suffix” -pa-: *kaciapa- `tortoise', *ppa- `bad', *stpa- `tuft of hair', *uaipa- `tail';
Other unusual suffixation: *stu-ka- vs. *st-pa- `tuft of hair', *nagna(jhu)- (Skt. nagnahu- m.
`yeast', Iran. *nagna- `bread'), *karu- `damaged (teeth)', *jharm(i)ia- `firm structure,
permanent house', *matsia- `fish', *naij(s)- `spit', *ucig- `sacrificing priest', *bhiaj- (Skt.
bhisaj- m. `physician'; LAv. biaziia- `to cure'), *pauast- `cloth'.
3.6. Semantic categories
We can suspect that some words have been borrowed because they belong to a specific semantic
field, even if they display no phonological or morphological anomalies. For instance, I assume
that the religious terms *ancu- `Soma plant', *carua- name of a god, *magha- `gift, offering,
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sacrifice' are likely to be loanwords. These words belong to the cult of Soma-drinking Aryans
and thus form a semantically closely related group. The other members of the group do show
anomalies: *atharuan- `priest' and *g(h)andharu/b(h)a- `a mythical being' have irregular correspondences, and *indra- shows irregular vocalization, *ri- `seer' has irregular accentuation in
Sanskrit, while *ucig- `sacrificing priest' has unusual morphological structure.
Also for semantic reasons, I assume foreign origin for words like *dac- f. `hem, thread',
*it(i)a- `brick', *uc- f. `axe, pointed knife', etc.
3.7. In general, we can state that although the foreign origin of some of the words is open to
doubt, there is a small, but undisputable body of loanwords in Indo-Iranian2. Our next task is to
scrutinize the structure of the Indo-Iranian substratum.
4.1. The phonological and morphological features of Indo-Iranian loanwords are strikingly
similar to those which are characteristic of Sanskrit loanwords, i.e. words which are only attested
in Sanskrit and which must have entered the language after the Indo-Aryans had crossed
Hindukush. The structure of Sanskrit loanwords has been discussed by Kuiper 1991, so that a
few examples will suffice.
The maikha-type (trisyllabic words with long middle syllable) is abundantly attested in
the foreign vocabulary of Sanskrit, cf. urvr- f. `cucumber', ulka- m. `owl', usnsa- m.n.
`turban', rbsa- n. `oven', kapola- m. `cheek', karsa- n. `dung', kilsa- adj. `of variegated color',
kisora- `foal', mayra- m. `peacock', masra- m. `lentil', srdla- m. `tiger', srgla- m. `jackal',
etc.3
Voiceless aspirates are represented e.g. in ulkhala- n. `mortar', khila- m. `uncultivated
land', khr- f. `measure of grain', kharva- adj. `mutilated', phala- n. `fruit', mukha- n. `mouth,
face', sikh- f. `tuft of hair, crest'.
Palatal stops are very frequent. For instance, in Kuiper's list of 383 foreign words in the
RV I counted more than 90 words containing palatal s, j, ch, and h.
Clusters with -s- are: ksauma- adj. `linen' (cf. also um- f. `flax'), chubuka- n. `chin',
muksj- `?' (V), iksvku- NPr. (RV), kutsa- NPr. (RV), ksumpa- `?' (RV 1.84.8), etc.
For the “suffix” -pa- cf. alpa- adj. `small', turpa- n. `seminal fluid', puspa- n. `flower',
saspa- n. `young grass', silpa- adj. `variegated' (also silpa- n. `ornament'), srpa- n. `winnowing
basket', etc.
2

During the discussion of my paper in Tvrminne, Professor E. Helimski stressed the point that the number of IndoIranian loan-words is relatively small, so that the homeland of the Indo-Iranians is likely to be not so far from the
Urheimat of the Indo-Europeans.
3
Cf. also ulkhala- n. `mortar' with four syllables. In my opinion, also karmra- m. `blacksmith' is a loanword and
is not derived from the root kr- `to make', as is usually assumed. Also Skt. prdku- `panther; kind of snake' seems
to be borrowed from the same language (the eventual origin of the word must be sought in the Near East, cf. the
Iranian words like Sogd. pwrnk-, MiP palang, etc., Gr.  `leopard').
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For the “suffix” -h- cf. malha- adj. `with hanging belly/udder' (siad of goats and ewes)
vs. barjaha- `udder', barjahya- `nipple'.
For the “suffix” -ig- cf. rtvij- `priest', vanij- `merchant', bhurij- `?'.
For the sequence -ru- cf. urvr- f. `cucumber', kharva- adj. `mutilated', turvasa- NPr.,
patharvan- NPr. (RV 1.112.17), pharvara- `?' (RV 10.106.2), probably sarvar- `night'.
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4.2. The phonological and morphological similarity of loanwords in Proto-Indo-Iranian and in
Sanskrit has important consequences. First of all, it indicates that, to put it carefully, a
substratum of Indo-Iranian and a substratum of Indo-Aryan represent the same language, or, at
any rate, two dialects of the same language. In order to account for this fact, we are bound to
assume that the language of the original population of the towns of Central Asia, where IndoIranians must have arrived in the second millennium BCE, on the one hand, and the language
spoken in Punjab, the homeland of the Indo-Aryans, on the other, were intimately related.4 At the
present stage, it is useless to speculate about the possible identity of these languages, but this
does not affect the argument.
Another consequence is that the Indo-Iranians must still have formed a kind of unity
during their stay in Central Asia, albeit perhaps dialectally diversified. Judging by the later
spread of the Indo-Aryans – to the south-west in the case of the Mitanni kingdom and to the
south-east during their move to Punjab –, they were situated to the south of the Iranians, forming
the vanguard, so to speak, of the Indo-Iranian movement. Accordingly, the Indo-Aryans were
presumably the first who came in contact with foreign tribes and sometimes “passed on”
loanwords to the Iranians. In this way, we may account for the difference between Skt. sikatand Iranian *sikat- `sand, gravel' or Skt. sc- and Iranian *s‰- `needle', which cannot reflect
a single proto-form. At the stage when words with Skt. s- arrived at the Iranian territory, PIIr. *s
had already become Iranian *h, and PIIr. *c had turned into PIr. *s, so that these words entered
Iranian with PIr. *s-. This direction of borrowing (rather than from Iranian to Sanskrit, as is
usually assumed) also explains the irregular correspondences within Iranian. For instance, the
word for `sand, gravel' has no less than four different formations in Iranian, viz. *sik- (OP
ik-, Bel. six, Pashto əga), *sikaia- (Median Sikayauvati- `made of gravel', the name of a
fortress, Munji səgya, Ik. seɣio, sigioh), *sikat- (Pahlavi sygd = sikat, Sogd. ykth, Khot.
siyat), *sikit- (Kurdish sigit `earth', Oss. sygyt/sigit `id.', etc.; the word for needle has two
forms, viz. *sk- (LAv. sk-) and *sau‰ania- (MiP sozan, Khot. saujsan~a-, Oss. sʒn/soʒn,
etc.) (Abaev 1958-95 III: 164-165, 187-188).
5.1. We can now turn to the culture with which the Indo-Iranians came in contact. Let us look at
the semantic categories which are represented among the Indo-Iranian substratum words. I have
4

The links between the culture of Central Asia and that of the Indus Valley are also repeatedly reported by the
archaeologists (cf. Parpola 1988: 204, Hiebert 1995 with ref.).
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arranged them in accordance with their frequency. One of the largest categories is “body parts,
hair” (9 items: *kapha- `mucus, phlegm', *kaica-/gaica- `head hair', *kuci- `side of the body,
flank', *grda- `penis', *maljha- `belly', *pusca- `tail', *stuka- `tuft of hair', *uaipa- `tail',
*urtka- `kidney'), but this category, as well as “pejorative adjectives” (*aka- `bad', *karu`damaged (teeth)', *ppa- `bad'), is not particularly telling for the identification of the culture.
“Religion, cult” (8) is shortly discussed above.
“Wild animals” (8): *(H)utra- `camel', *khara- `donkey', *kaciapa- `tortoise', *kapauta`pigeon', *jajha/uk- `hedgehog', *matsia- `fish', *mrga- `game', *uarjha- `wild boar'.
“Clothing” (5): *atka- `cloak', *dac- `hem, thread', *drca-/drca- `coarse garment',
*pauast- `cloth', *s‰-/c‰- `needle'.
“Building technology” (4): *it(i)a- `brick', *jharmiia- `firm structure, permanent house',
*maikha- `wooden peg', *sikat-/cikat- `sand, gravel'.
“Artifacts” (3): *kapra- `dish, bowl', *naij(s)- `spit', *uc- `axe, pointed knife'.
“Water economy and irrigation” (3): *kh- `well, source', *‰t- `pit, well', *iavi`canal'.
“Cattle breeding” (3): *kra- `milk', *pia- `biestings', *scga-/scaga- `billy-goat'.
“Agriculture” (2): *nagna- `yeast, bread', *(s)phra- `ploughshare'.
5.2. Starting with the assumption that loanwords reflect changes in environment and way of life,
we get the following picture about the new country of the Indo-Iranians. The landscape must
have been quite similar to that of their original homeland, as there are no new terms for plants or
landscape. The new animals like camel, donkey, and tortoise show that the new land was situated
more to the south. There was irrigation (canals and dug wells) and elaborate architecture
(permanent houses with walls of brick and gravel). Agriculture still did not play an important
role in the life of Indo-Iranians: presumably, they did not change their life-style and only used
the products (`bread'!) of the farmers, hardly tilling the land themselves. The paucity of terms for
military technology (only *gad- f. `club') can be seen as an indication of Aryan military supremacy. It seems further obvious to me that the Soma cult was borrowed by the Indo-Iranians.
This picture, which is drawn on exclusively linguistic arguments, is a strong confirmation
of the traditional theory that the Indo-Iranians come from the north. Most probably, the IndoIranians moved from the Eurasian steppes in the third millennium BCE (Pit-Grave culture, 35002500 BCE) in eastern direction, first to the region of the lower Volga (Potapovo, etc., 2500-1900
BCE) and then to Central Asia (Andronovo culture, from 2200 BCE onwards).
As we have seen above, there are reasons to believe that the Indo-Aryans formed the
vanguard of the Indo-Iranian movement and were the first to come into contact with the original
inhabitants of the Central Asian towns. Then, presumably under pressure of the Iranians, who
were pushing from behind, the Indo-Aryans moved further to the south-east and south-west,
whereas the Iranians remained in Central Asia and later spread over the Iranian plateau. The
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urban civilization of Central Asia has enriched the Indo-Iranian lexicon with building and
irrigation terminology, with terms for clothing and hair-do, and for some artifacts. It is tempting
to suggest that the word *gad- `club, mace' refers to the characteristic mace-heads of stone and
bronze abundantly found in the towns of the so-called “Bactria-Margian Archaeological
Complex”. Also *uc- `axe, pointed knife' may be identified with shaft-hole axes and axe-adzes
of this culture.
6. Finally, I would like to shortly discuss the implications for the contacts between Indo-Iranian
and Uralian speakers, which is the actual theme of this conference. As is well known, Uralic has
heavily borrowed from Indo-Iranian, but I agree with those scholars who believe that many of
the apparent early borrowings rather reflect an etymological relationship between Uralic and
Indo-European, and I doubt that there are Proto-Uralic borrowings from Indo-European. At any
rate, borrowings from Indo-Iranian start with the Finno-Ugrian period. It is remarkable that the
oldest layer of borrowings often concerns words which are only attested in Sanskrit and not in
Iranian (e.g. FU *ora- `awl' : Skt. r- `awl'; FV *resm `rope' : Skt. rasmi- m. `rein', rasmanm. `id.'; FV *onke `hook' : Skt. anka- `hook'; FP *antз `young grass' : Skt. andhas- `grass',
etc.). This fact can be explained by the vanguard position of the Indo-Aryans, who were the first
to come into contact with the Uralic population on their move to the east. The Iranians, who
came slightly later, lived in the neighboorhood of the Uralians for a very long time and
continuously contributed to the enrichment of the Uralian vocabulary.
Another problem is how to account for Indo-Iranian isolates which have been borrowed
into Uralic. It is hard to believe that the new vocabulary, which was acquired by the IndoIranians in Central Asia, could reach the Uralians in time, so that we only have two options:
either the Indo-Iranian isolates are of Indo-European origin, or the Uralians borrowed these
words from an Iranian source at a later stage. To the first group may belong PIIr. *racm- `rope,
rein' : FV *resm `rope' (the -m- is only attested in Sanskrit); PIIr. *mak- `fly, bee' : FU
*meke `bee' (the fact that the word can be reconstructed for FU precludes a late date for
borrowing); PIIr. *sur- `alcohol' : PP *sur `beer' (the PP word cannot be a late borrowing from
Iranian because of its *s-) and PIIr. *dasiu- `foreigner' : Vog. tas `stranger' (the Uralic word
cannot be due to late borrowing from Iranian because of the preserved *s-). On the other hand, I
assume that FV *orase `(castrated) boar' was borrowed from Iranian (PIIr. *uarjha- `wild boar'
can hardly be an IE word). The same probably holds for FP *suka `chaff, awn' because this form
is only found in Iranian (LAv. sk- `needle') and further for PP vork `kidney' (PIIr. *urtka-),
FP/FV *saka `goat' (PIIr. *scga-/scaga-), PP *nan `bread' (PIIr. *nagna-), PP *majk / majg
`stake' (PIIr. *maikha-).
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Appendix: A list of Indo-Iranian isolates
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The list presented below is based on Mayrhofer's EWAia. I have collected those Sanskrit etyma
which have Iranian correspondences, but lack other IE cognates. In general, I follow the
etymological analysis of Mayrhofer, and whenever I disagree with his judgement, this is
expressly mentioned. Since it is often difficult to decide whether a particular word is a borrowing
or not (the most important criteria have been discussed in the main body of the article), I have
decided to present the evidence in full.
The list is divided into the following sections: A. Loanwords; B. Inherited words; C.
Verbs; D. Wanderwrter; E. Words with uncertain IIr. etymology. The verbs are given
separately, as at this stage it appears impossible to distinguish between inherited verbs and borrowings. The section “Wanderwrter” contains words which are attested both in Sanskrit and
Iranian, but their Proto-Indo-Iranian age cannot be ascertained.
Every lemma begins with a Proto-Indo-Iranian reconstruction, followed by grammatical
information (in the case of agreement between Sanskrit and Iranian) and the meaning. In square
brackets I have added words from other language families (mostly, Uralic) which are borrowed
from Indo-Iranian or from where an Indo-Iranian word might have been borrowed.
A. Loanwords

*aka- adj. `bad': Skt. aka- n. `pain', akam adv. `in a bad way'; Av. aka- `bad, evil'.
*ancu- m. `Soma plant' (probably ephedra): Skt. amsu- `Soma plant'; Av. asu- `Haoma plant'.
*atka- m. `cloak': Skt. atka-; LAv. aka-, a.ka-.
*atharuan- m. `priest': Skt. atharvan-; Av. rauuan-/aaurun-.
*c-/acas- `region, space': Skt. s- f.; LAv. asah- n.
*bhi- `medicine, medicinal herb': Skt. bhisaj- m. `physician'; Av. bi- `medicine', LAv. biaziia- `to
cure'.
*carua- m. name of a deity: Skt. sarva- name of a god; LAv. sauruua- name of a dava.
*‰t- `pit, well': Skt. ctvla- (Br.+) m.n. `pit (dug in order to get ground for the northern altar)'; LAv.
ct- f. `(dug) well', Buddh. Sogd. ‰'t, Bactrian  `well'.
*dac- f. `hem, thread': Skt. das- `hem'; Khot. dasa, Bal. dasag `thread'.
*drca-/drca- (?) `coarse garment': Skt. drsa- n. `coarse garment'; Wakhi irs (Grjunberg & SteblinKamenskij 1976: dərs) `wool of a goat or a yak', Shughni oxc `id.; body hair; coarse cloth' (cf.
Karamoev 1991 s.v.).
*gad- f. `club': Skt. (S+) gad-; LAv. ga-, MiP gad.
*gandh/t- `smell': Skt. gandha- m. `smell'; LAv. gainti- `bad smell'.
*g(h)andh(a)ru/b(h)a- m. `a mythical being': Skt. gandharva-; LAv. gandərəa-.
*grda- `penis': Skt. grda- m.; LAv. gərə.kərəta- adj. `cutting off the genitals'.
*indra- m. name of a deity: Skt. indra- name of a god; LAv. indra- name of a dava. Mayrhofer (EWAia
s.v.) offers several etymologies, none of which is convincing, however. From a semantic point of
view, the most plausible etymology is Slavic *jedrъ `strong, fresh', but the primary meaning in
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Slavic is clearly `pit, kernel'. Note the “wrong” vocalization, if this were an IE formation (form
*(H)indro- we expect IIr. **iadra-).
*it(i)a- `brick': Skt. istak- f. (VS+); LAv. itiia- n., OP iti- f., MiP xit (cf. on this word Witzel 1995:
103).
*iavi- f. `canal': Skt. yavy- /yavy/ `stream, canal'; OP yauviy- `canal'.
*jharmiia- `firm structure, permanent house': Skt. harmiya- n. `firm structure', later `palace' (for the
meaning see Elizarenkova 1995: 28f.); LAv. zairimiiuuant- adj. `with a permanent house' (said
of the moon), zairimiiaura- m. `tortoise' = `with toes in a house'.
h
*jaj a/uk- `hedgehog': Skt. (YV+) jahak- f.; LAv. duaka-, Bal. jajuk, duux, MoP a. [Brahui jajak,
Santali jhik are most probably late borrowings from Indo-Iranian languages.]
*kaciapa- m. `tortoise': Skt. kasyapa-; LAv. kasiiapa-.
*kadru- `reddish-brown': Skt. (TS+) kadru- `reddish-brown'; Av. kadruua.aspa- name of a mountain,
MoP kahar `light brown'.
*kaica-/gaica- m. `head hair': Skt. kesa-; LAv. gasa- `curly hair', gasu- `with curly hair'. Connection
with Skt. kesara- n. (YV+) `mane' and Lat. caesaris `head hair' is uncertain.
*kapauta- m. `pigeon': Skt. kapota- `pigeon'; OP kapautaka- adj. `blue', MiP kabd `grey-blue, pigeon'.
*kapra- `dish, bowl': Skt. kapla- n.; MiP kabrag, MoP kabra.
*kapha- m. `mucus, phlegm': Skt. kapha- (Up.+) `phlegm'; LAv. kafa- `foam, mucus'.
*karu- adj. `damaged (teeth)': Skt. kardatin- `with bad teeth'; Sogd. krw nt'k `id.'.
*kuci- m. `side of the body, flank': Skt. kuksi-; Sogd. qwy-. The often proposed connection with Skt.
kosa- m. `coop, cask' is unconvincing.
*kra- `milk': Skt. ksra- n.; MiP r, Yidgha-Munji xra.
*khara- m. `donkey': Skt. khara- (AVP+); LAv. xara-. [Akkadian (Mari) ḫa^rum, ajarum `donkey'; Tam.
kar_ utai `id.' ?]
h
*k - f. `well, source': Skt. kh-; LAv. x-.
*magha- n. `gift, offering, sacrifice': Skt. magha-; OAv. maga-. Connection with Gothic mag `can, may'
and its family is uncertain.
h
*maik a- m. `wooden peg': Skt. maykha- `peg for stretching the woof'; OP <myux> = mayxa`doorknob', Sogd. myɣk `peg', MiP and MoP mx `peg, nail', Oss. mx/mex `stake'. The current
etymology derives the word from the root mi- `to build, erect', which explains neither its
morphology (suffix *-kha-?), nor semantics (the verbal root only means `to fix in the ground').
The meaning `stake' is only attested in Ossetic and is clearly secondary. [In view of its meaning,
PP *majk / majg `stake' (Redei 72) is probably borrowed from Pre-Ossetic.]
h
*malj a- (?) `belly': Skt. malha- adj. `with hanging belly/udder' (said of goats and ewes)5; LAv.
mərəzna- n. `belly', maruii gen.sg. (the stem maruu- ?) `paunch'. Probably, also Skt.
barjaha- `udder', barjahya- `nipple' belong here. The current IE etymology, connecting Lith.
miltis, Latvian mil~zt `to swell up', is phonetically impossible, since the Baltic acute points to IE
*g (Winter's Law).
5

The word always refers to a female, usually pregnant, animal, cf. TS 1.8.19.1 ditym malhm garbhi_nm  labhate
`he offers a malha pregnant female animal, dedicated to Aditya' (similarly, MS 4.4.9, KS 13.1, TB 1.8.3.2), so that
the meaning `dewlap', given in the dictionaries, is improbable.
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*matsia- m. `fish': Skt. matsya-; LAv. masiia-. The current IE etymology, which connects Germanic
words like Gothic mats `food' < PGm. *mati-, explains neither the meaning nor the morphology
of the IIr. word.
*mrga- m. `game': Skt. mrga- `forest animal, bird'; LAv. mərəɣa- `bird'.
*nagna- `yeast, bread': Skt. nagnahu- (AVP+) m. `yeast, ferment'; PIr. *nagna- `bread' (Sogd. nɣny,
Pashto naɣan, MiP nn with an irregular development, etc.). The old theory, according to which
the Skt. word was borrowed from Iranian *nagnaxvd- `bread seasoning', seems improbable to
me. [ PP *nan `bread' from Iranian, Redei 73]
*naij(s)- `spit': Skt. niks- `to pierce', nksana-, neksana- n. `spit, fork'; LAv. naza- n. `sharp point (of
the needle)', MiP nzag `lance', MoP n `sharp point', ntar `lancet'. The Sanskrit verbal forms
(present niksati with its accented zero-grade) do not look old.
*pauast- `cloth': Skt. pavasta- n. `cover, garment'; OP pavast- f. `thin clay envelope used to protect
clay tablets'.
*ppa- adj. `bad': Skt. ppa-; LAv. ppa .
*pia- `biestings': Skt. pysa- m.n.; Wakhi pyix, Munji fəy.
*pusca- `tail': Skt. puccha- m.n.; LAv. pusa- m.
*rci- `heap': Skt. rsi- m. `heap, mass'; Pashto rya `heap (of grain)' < *rsii. A connection with
*racm- `rope' cannot be excluded, however.
*ri- m. `seer': Skt. rsi-; OAv. ərəi-. The initial accentuation in Sanskrit is aberrant (Lubotsky 1988: 29,
54).
*scga-/scaga- `billy-goat': Skt. chga- m.; Oss. sg / sg `goat', Wakhi ‰əɣ `kid'. [ FP, FV *saka /
sawa `goat', Redei 59]
*sikat-/cikat- `sand, gravel': Skt. sikat- f. `sand, gravel'; OP ik- f. `gravel', Khot. siyat- `sand',
Buddh. Sogd. ykth `gravel'. [Kannada usiku, usigu `sand' ?]
h
*(s)p ra- `ploughshare': Skt. phla- m.; MoP supr, Ik. uspir, Wakhi spndr (Grjunberg & SteblinKamenskij 1976: spundr `plough'). It cannot be excluded that this is a migratory term and
belongs to category D (Wanderwrter).
*stuk- `tuft of hair': Skt. stuk- f. `tuft of hair (esp. of a bull) or wool'; Oss. styg/stug `lock, tuft of hair'.
Cf. also Skt. stpa-, stupa- m. `tuft of hair'.
*s‰-/c‰- `needle': Skt. sc-; LAv. sk-, MiP sozan, Oss. sʒn/soʒn. [ FP *suka `chaff, awn',
Redei 59; probably, from Iranian, cf.  6.]
*uaipa- (?) `tail': Skt. sepa- m. (with irregular anlaut), Prkrit chepp- f.; LAv. xuuap- f. (for the
etymology see Lubotsky 2000: 260, fn. 20).
*ucig- m. `sacrificing priest': Skt. usij-; Av. usig-.
*uarjha- m. `wild boar': Skt. varha-; LAv. varza-. [ FV *orase `(castrated) boar', Redei 54;
probably, borrowed from Iranian, cf.  6.]
*uc- f. `axe, pointed knife': Skt. vs- f. `axe, adze, chisel'; LAv. (Yasna 42.4) vs- `pointed knife (?)',
Oss. ws (better was ?)6 `axe, wood-chopper'.
*urca- m. `tree': Skt. vrksa-; LAv. varəa-.
6

As Johnny Cheung points out to me, this word is undocumented in Ossetic. Both Abaev and Miller & Frejman s.v.
ws refer to Miller 1903: 10, but there this word is spelled as vas, i.e. was.
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*urtka- m. du. `kidney': Skt. vrkka- (TS+ vrkyau); LAv. vərəka-. The usual etymology derives this
word from the root vrt- `to turn', which can hardly be correct because the suffix -ka- is only
denominal in Indo-Iranian. [ PP vork `kidney', Redei 79]
*(H)utra- m. `camel': Skt. ustra-; Av. utra-, OP ua-bri- adj. `camel-borne' (the laryngeal may be
responsible for -- in zarautra-).

B. Inherited words
*(H)agra- `top': Skt. agra- n. `tip, summit'; LAv. aɣra- adj. `first, topmost'. The word has a clear IE
appearance, although there are no plausible cognates. Note that the connection with Latvian agrs
`early' (Mayrhofer, EWAia s.v.) is impossible because of Winter's Law.
*(H)ainas- n. `crime, mistake': Skt. enas-; Av. anah-.
*(H)andha- adj. `blind': Skt. andha-; LAv. anda-. IE if Gallo-Latin andabata `gladiator fighting in a
helmet without openings' (*`blind-fighter') belongs here.
*(H)aruna- `red-brown': Skt. aruna-; Av. auruna-.
*(H)arua- `reddish': Skt. arusa- `reddish'; Av. aurua- `white'.
*(H)asra- adj. `painful': Skt. asra-; OAv. angra-, LAv. ara- `evil'.
*(H)atHtHi- (?) m. `guest': Skt. atithi-; Av. asti-. The laryngeal in the Proto-Indo-Iranian form makes a
non-IE origin improbable.
*(H)audhr/n- `cold': Skt. dhani, OAv. aodərə-‰.
*(H)auasa- n. `provision': Skt. avasa- (cf. also denom. vayati `eats'); LAv. auuaha-.
*carad- f. `autumn, year': Skt. sarad- `autumn, year'; LAv. sarəd-, OP <rd-> `year' (cf. Toch. A srme
`autumn' < *kerdmn-?, Pinault 1998: 362).
*dasiu- m. `foreigner', *dasiu- f. `country (of the foreigners)': Skt. dasyu- m. `enemy'; Av. daxiiu- f.
`country'. [ Vog. tas `stranger'.] See the next word.
*dsa- `(hostile) people': Skt. dsa-, dsa- m.; LAv. dh- `belonging to the Dha-people'. There are
several suggestions for an IE etymology, but they are all doubtful (Gr.  `slave'; Gr. 
`people', for the latter see Lubotsky 1995: 231, fn. 18).
*drapsa- m. `streak, banner': Skt. drapsa-, LAv. drafa- (for the connection with Gr. , German
Treber, etc. see Oberlies 1990: 153ff.).
*dhr- f. `blade of the sword': Skt. dhr-; LAv. dr-. IE, if identical with Skt. dhr- `stream, pouring'
( `casting').
h
*d rigu- adj. `poor, needy': Skt. adhrigu- `exalted'; OAv. drigu- `needy', LAv. superlative drajit.təma-.
*iacas- `fame': Skt. yasas- n. `fame'; OAv. yas.xiiən `to attain fame', LAv. yas.bərəta- `brought with
dignity'.
*iacti- f. `stick, branch': Skt. yasti- (RVKh, SB+) f. `staff, pole'; LAv. yaxti- `branch'.
*iajhu- `youthful': Skt. yahu- `youthful'; OAv. yazu- `young'.
*itu- `(black) magic': Skt. ytu- m.; LAv. ytu- f. (m. `sorcerer'). In spite of its IE appearance, no
convincing etymology for this word has been suggested.
*jraias- n. `wide expanse, sea': Skt. jrayas- n. `wide expanse'; Av. zraiiah- n., OP drayah- n. `sea'. Cf.
also Skt. upa jrayati `extends'. [ PP *sariʒ < *ʒaris < *ʒarjзs `sea' from Iranian, Redei 81.]
*karna- m. `ear': Skt. karna-; LAv. karəna-.
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*mak- f. `fly, bee': Skt. maks()- `fly, bee'; LAv. max- f. `fly'. [ FU *meke `bee', Redei 45.]
*mi- f. `magic power': Skt. my-; OAv. mii-, LAv. maii-. There are various etymological
proposals, but they are all rather improbable. The word looks fairly IE though, and its IE origin is
conceivable.
*muti- `fist': Skt. musti- m.f.; LAv. muti . Connection with the word for `mouse' (e.g. Mayrhofer,
EWAia s.v.) is impossible, because the latter contains a laryngeal (*muHs-). The best chance for
an IE etymology is the connection with Lith. muti `to beat', Toch B masce `fist'.
*naima- adj.: Skt. nema- `some, half'; LAv. nama- `half'.
*pacman- `eyelash': Skt. paksman- (YV+) n. `eyelash'; LAv. pana- n. `eyelash or eyelid', MiP and
MoP pam, Khot. pe'ma-, Oss. fsm/fans `wool'. If the original meaning is `fluff', then a
connection with Gr.  `to comb' is plausible.
*pman- `itch, scabies': Skt. pman- m.; LAv. pman- m. Probably connected with Gr.  n. `evil,
harm'.
*prt- f. `battle': Skt. prt-; Av. pərət-.
*rac-m- `rope, rein': Skt. rasan- f. `rope', rasmi- m. `rein', rasman- m. `id.'; MiP, MoP rasan `rope'
(Skt. rasan-, MiP rasan < *racmn-?). [ FV *resm `rope', Redei 57.]
*rca- adj. `raw': Skt. rksa- (YV+) `raw, dry'; OAv. urua- `needy, poor'. The connection with OHG
rh, etc. < PGm. *rhwa- is possible.
*sain- f. `army': Skt. sen-; LAv. han-, OP hain-.
*srakti- f. `corner': Skt. srakti- `corner'; LAv. sraxti, raxti- `corner, side'. Here probably also srka`sharp point'. The variants like srkyin- (Kth+) : srgyin- (MS+) : srkvin- (TS), etc. `spearbearer' (see Kuiper 1991: 35) may point to foreign origin, though.
*striH- f. `woman, wife': Skt. str-; LAv. str-.
*sur- `alcohol': Skt. sur- f.; LAv. hur- f. Probably, connected with the root *su- `to press'. [ PP *sur
`beer', Redei 77.]
*taukman- n. `germ, germed seed': Skt. tokman-; Av. tauxman-. Cf. also the root-noun Skt. tuc- f.
`posterity, children'.
*uanca- `roof-beam': Skt. vamsa- m.; Wakhi was, Shughn ws. Most probably, related to MIr. feice
`ridge-pole, top' < *u(e)nkio-.
*urata- n. `rule, command': Skt. vrata- `commandment'; OAv. uruuata- `rule'.

C. Verbs

314

*bharu- `to chew': Skt. bharv-; LAv. a.baouruua- `place where there is much to eat', baoiriia- `to be
chewed'.
*can- `to ascend': Skt. sanaih `gradually, quietly'; LAv. san-, Khot. san- / sata- `to rise'.
*ci- `to coagulate, congeal': Skt. sy-; Oss. syjyn/sujun.
*dhuaj- `to flutter': Skt. dhvaja- m. `banner', krta-dhvaj- `with streaming flags'; LAv. duua- `to flutter'.
*ghas- `to devour': Skt. ghas-; LAv. gah-.
*ghas- `to laugh': Skt. has-; LAv. jah-, jahik- f. `prostitute'.
315
*ghau- `to make sound, hear': Skt. ghos-, Av. gao-.
v
*(H)at- `to wander': Skt. at- `to wander'; Av. x ra- n. `well-being'.
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*Huiadh- `to wound, hurt': Skt. vyadh-; LAv. v- `wounding'.
*jhi- `to incite': Skt. hi-; LAv. frazaiiaiimi `ich lasse hindringen'.
*ku‰- `to crook, bend': Skt. kuc-; MiP n-gwc-.
*nard-: Skt. nrd- `to hum, growl'; Buddh. Sogd. nr- `to complain'.
*rajh-: Skt. rah- `to be abandoned'; MiP rz `mystery'.
*sagh- `to be able to bear': Skt. sagh-; LAv. azgat `unbearable'.
*srans- `to fall apart': Skt. srams-; LAv. rhaiiən `they make fall away'.
*suag- `to embrace': Skt. svaj-; LAv. pairi.xvaxta- `surrounded'.
*uand(H)- `to praise': Skt. vandi-; LAv. vand-.
*uap- `to scatter': Skt. vap-; OAv. vuupa `scatters, robs, devastates'.
*uap- `to shave': Skt. vap-; Khot. patvutta- `shaven'.
*uik- `to separate, sift': Skt. vic-; LAv. vic-, MiP wxtan/wz-.
*uiak- `to encompass': Skt. vyac-; MoP gunjidan.
*uiatH- `to be unsteady': Skt. vyath-; LAv. aiiura- (< *auiura-) `unshakable'.
*uriH- `to oppress, collapse': Skt. vl-; LAv. uruunait (acc.pl.f.) `pressing together'.

D. Wanderwrter
Skt. um- f. `flax'; Yidgha imoɣ, moɣ, Munji yimaga `linseed' (cf. also Skt. lex. ksum- `id.').
Skt. msa- m. `bean'; MiP m `legume', Shughni max `bean'.
Skt. muska- m. `testicle'; MiP muk `musk' (probably, a loanword from Indo-Aryan).
Skt. sarsapa- m. `mustard seed'; Khot. ssasvna- `mustard', Sogd. ywp-n, MiP span-dn `mustard
seed' (cf. also Gr.  n. `mustard').

E. Words with uncertain IIr. etymology
Skt. avani- f. `river bed, stream'; LAv. aoniia- n. `Heizvorrichtung'.
Skt. asi- `to eat'; Iranian cognates, mentioned by Mayrhofer, are uncertain. LAv. sit (Yasna 10.14)
rather means `lying', cf. Humbach 1960: 27f., Oberlies 1990: 159 and 166, fn. 55. At any rate,
this form cannot be derived from PIIr. *acHta- because laryngeal disappears in this position in
Iranian. The explanation of LAv. kahrksa- m. `vulture' as `chicken-eater' has a strong flavour of
folk etymology and is almost certainly false. Sogd. ‰rks, Oss. crgs `eagle' show initial *‰- and
short -a- in the second syllable, which are incompatible with the Avestan word. I suspect that this
is a borrowing, which may have been interpreted in some of the Iranian languages as if containing
the word for `chicken'. The best candidates for Iranian cognates to Skt. asi- are MoP  `food,
soup' < PIr. *sia-, Oss. bas / basж `soup' < *upa-sia-, etc.
Skt. prasalavi `to the right'; OP frhrvm /fraharavam?/ `all round'.
Skt. hir- f. `vein'; LAv. zira-an- (Aogəmadac 57) `striking the veins' (?, cf. Humbach 1983: 120).
The meaning of the Avestan compound remains hypothetical.
Skt. valka- m.n. `bark', LAv. varəka- (Farhang-i-m 8 = Kling. 395) m./n. `leaf'.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Av.
AVP
Bal.
Br.
FP
FU
FV
Gr.
IE
Ik.
Khot.
KS
LAv.
Lith.
MiP
MoP
MS
OAv.
OHG

Avestan (i.e. both OAv. and LAv.)
Atharva-Veda Paippalda
Balu‰i
Brhmanas
Finno-Permian
Finno-Ugrian
Finno-Volgaic
Greek
Indo-European
Ikaimi
Khotanese
Kthaka-Samhit
Late Avestan
Lithuanian
Middle Persian
Modern Persian
Maitryan-Samhit
Old Avestan
Old High German

316
OP
Oss.
PGm.
PIIr.
PIr.
PP
RVKh
SB
SCr.
Skt.
Sogd.
S.
Toch.
TB
TS
Up.
Vog.
VS
YV

Old Persian
Ossetic
Proto-Germanic
Proto-Indo-Iranian
Proto-Iranian
Proto-Permian
Rig-Veda-Khilni
Satapatha-Brhmana
Serbo-Croatian
Sanskrit
Sogdian
Stras
Tocharian
Taittirya-Brhmana
Taittirya-Samhit
Upanishads
Vogulian
Vajasaney-Samhit
Yajurveda
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